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ATTENDANCE 
SWRI Mike Lochte, Pat Lang, Dan Engstrom, Travis Kostan 
INTERTEK Adrian Alfonso 
CHEVRON  
LUBRIZOL Andrew Stevens 
AFTON Todd Dvorak, Christian Porter, Ben Maddock 
ORONITE Robert Stockwell 
INFINEUM Andy Ritchie, Doyle Boese 
TMC Rich Grundza, Scott Parke 
FORD  
EXXON Paul Rubas 
GM Aleise Gauer, Mike Raney 
SHELL Jeff Hsu 
VALVOLINE  
HALTERMAN Prasad Tumati 
CP CHEM Jon VanScoyoc 
TMC Scott Parke 
GAGE PRODUCTS Jim Carter 
HALTERMANN 
CARLESS 
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Item 1: Meeting minutes from 01/14/21 
 
 Andrew Stevens motioned to approve meeting minutes from previous meeting (01/14/21) 

o Seconded by Adrian  
o Motion passes, minutes approved 

Item 2: Analytical data from conversion of BL to FO 

 Scott Parke presented data from Batch 5 oils and compared to data from converted batch of BL to FO oil (see 
attachment 1) 

 ICP analysis of the converted batch, as well as a sample of the Batch 5 oil, was run at the same time 
 Analysis results showed Zn and P were lower than historical values 
 No knobs were available to turn to increase Zn and P  

o Detergent additive does not have any Zn or P in it 
o Possible dilution effect of adding detergent to oil 

 Si and Mg specs also did not match up to results seen historically  
o Potential need to adjust specification for future 

 Proposed adjustments to oil spec based on historical data from batch 5 oil 
 Two questions came out of this data review: 

o Does -1 batch of FO (converted batch) look acceptable for use?  
o Should the oil specification for ICP be altered to capture what has been seen historically on FO and BL 

for the next batch that is made? 
 Andy Ritchie: While this is just FO, the integrity of the batch has to be checked. To convert BL to FO, it’s roughly 

a 90%/10% blend to add Ca detergent. The addition of 10% detergent dilutes the rest of the additive in the BL 
oil, so a ~10% decrease in Zn and P are expected. There could also be some instrumentation bias due to such 
high levels of Ca in FO.  

 Scott Parke: Agreed with Andy that there could be influence in the ICP measurements from the Ca levels 
 Aleise Gauer: Also confirmed ICP is always off by a little. “<1” instead of 0 should be included in spec to make it 

more accurate.  
 Andy: Since the Ca level is correct, the proper amount of Ca detergent was added. We want to prevent the 

blender of the next batch of oil from falling into the same trap. 
 Scott: The proposed new spec for Zn was not altered based on the -1 blend. It was altered to capture the original 

values from batch 5.  
 Robert Stockwell: We added 8.5% detergent,  and P and Zn decreased by 8.1% and 8.2%, respectively 
 Adrian: Asked about ICP analysis from previous batches of fuel. What values have been seen historically?  
 Scott: Looked at this previously. The altered spec was based off of data from batch 5 only. Did not look to 

expand the spec based on previous batches. This is a more conservative approach, but can change based on 
panel direction.  

 Andrew: Batch 5 goes back to 2016, so it’s a good starting point with a few years of history 
 Adrian: If we look at previous batches and there are larger deviations from spec, we can have more confidence 

that those changes don’t impact the test.  
 Andrew: Requested to find/send out ICP data from older batches for panel review. Relevant data is mg and Si. 

No concern for converted batch to be used for now, but asked if the panel is okay with Scott’s suggested 
changes to spec.  

 Jeff Hsu: Since this is FO oil, its purpose is to minimize carryover effect and flush out components in candidate 
oil. Zn and P are needed for anti-wear, but other components minimal.  

 Scott Parke: Presented ICP analysis going back to batch 2. The data is from the initial intake of the oils at labs A, 
B, and the TMC 

 Adrian: The analysis shifts smalls amounts between batches  provides confidence for -1 batch and future 
blends 
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 Andy: Would like to accept Scott’s request of approving the blended/converted -1 batch. 
 Scott: Suggested the panel be cautious and only reference batch 5 when altering specification, but can make 

additional changes if requested otherwise. The specification targets will stay where they are, but will bump the 
edges of envelope on certain elements based on what was the historic data shows. 

 Andrew: Would like to take an email ballot for the limits and specification. There seemed to be good agreement 
from the panel that Scott’s changes are acceptable.  

 There was no objection to Andrew’s request for an email ballot.  
 Action 1: Scott to mark-up BL/FO specification with historical consideration of analytical data  
 Action 2: Andrew will send out email ballot to vote on suggested changes to the spec 
 Meeting adjourned.   
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Attachment 1. Flush oil analytical results from VIE BL/FO5 and VIE FO5-1 

 


